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A Christian Historical Romance Novel Claire Sullivan has a soft spot for helping those in need. So

when her widowed grandmother becomes blind, Claire is determined to travel to the Montana

Territory to care for her. But she never imagined the country would be so wild compared to her

North Carolina home. Even the local doctor doesn't seem to have a kind bone in his body. Doctor

Bryan Donaghue has worked day and night for two years to help the people of this wild Montana

mining town. But no matter how hard he pushes, his efforts don't seem to make a difference in the

quality of the townspeople's lives. Even the sassy granddaughter of the blind widow won't heed his

instructions.But when disaster strikes their rough mining city, Bryan's drive to help may have taken

him too far. Can Claire overcome her deepest fears to save the man she's come to love?
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Why do we humans think we are so unworthy of our Grand Creator, Jehovah God's love?He and

his Son, Christ Jesus created us all, he created us in love. If not then Jesus' selfless sacrifice was

for nothing, he left his father and other spirit creatures in heaven to voluntarily give his life as a



ransom for all of us so that we could have everlasting life here on the earth they created for us.Not

as the world is now, but free of violence, badness of all kinds, sickness and the last enemy of

mankind, Death. We were meant to live forever in paradise conditions right here on earth. It will

happen, and sooner than anyone thinks. I pray we are all ready.Misty this book was just fantastic!

So very touching indeed. I'm on to the fourth book now, The Lady And The Mountain Promise. Oh I

already know that Marcus and Lilly will fall in love and marry, so now I'll start reading and find out if

I'm right, oh by the way ... Claire is a much better match for Bryan, you chose well!Starr

Claire comes to Butte City to help her grandmother, gets a job at the cafÃ©, and has some heated

encounters with Doc Bryan which turn from dislike to love.Best bits: Much of life in Montana is not

what Claire expected, but she does a decent job of rolling with the punches and making it work.

Claire has a need to make sure sheâ€™s always helping everyone, and Bryan similarly has a sense

of always being found less than his brother or anyone around him. He has to learn that God wants

him just as he is, and he doesn't have to change himself to make people appreciate and value him.

Confirmation of this truth from several sources rings freedom through his soul. I love how

independent and capable Gram is, and that she's courting. Lessons in forgiving ourselves, and

surrendering who we are to God. We don't have to do everything, just the things God asks of us,

and we don't have to prove ourselves to anyone but God.Issues: Some typos and word errors.

Again, specific dates and times are few and far between. I'm a bit disappointed that the "Gram is

malnourished" conclusion is never reached, when it is set up when the docs wonder why she's

healing so slowly. Bryanâ€™s low self-esteem seems a little odd, since he comes off as the more

put-together of the brothers in book 2.

I am still being pulled into this series! I like that you keep up on the characters in each new book as

new ones are added. You feel like you are reading about the continued growth of a family and all of

the obstacles, personalities, as well as love and faith, it takes to keep that family strong.I can highly

recommend this book, this series by Misty, as a great read.

Good stories in the whole series. Would like to have read a longer story. One thing this author

should be careful of is using modern verbal communicating such as " at the end of the day....",

"that's rich", "that being said..." etc.I don't think these were vocablary phrases during the time period

of her series.



This exciting western adventure is set in a small Montana mining town. There was very little

violence, and the only sexual content is one or two kisses. The story is about a young woman who

comes to town to help out her grandmother who is blind. Her grandmother is a bit of a character and

probably perfectly able to take care of herself. The main character interacts with grandmother's love

story as well as her own evolving relationship. I enjoyed this title so much that I have purchased the

other books in Misty Beller's Mountain Dreams series.

The principal character, Claire Sullivan, suffers from an irrational fear. After enduring many other

problems, she's forced to confront the fear, and with God's help, she overcomes it. The story is

great, and is worth a full five-stars. David Carlyle, "Billy Thomas.

This is the third book in the Mountain Dreams series by Misty M Beller that I have read. I have

thoroughly enjoyed all of them. It was nice to read about Doc Bryan this time. I really like the way

Misty draws you into her continuing saga and keeps you updated on the local characters. The plot is

good, the writing easy to read w/o a lot of typos, and moves along at a fast pace.

I recommend this book to readers who have enjoyed the Mountain Dreams series. I liked the

introduction of new characters for speculation on the continuing saga. Although faith plays a role in

decision making, circumstances don't make that easy.
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